In Design Patterns | Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software the authors present design patterns that describe simple and elegant solutions to specic problems in object-oriented software design. Design patterns capture solutions that have developed and evolved over time. In the foreword of this book, G. Booch states, \All well-structured object-oriented architectures are full of patterns. . . " In this paper, we review the design patterns found in HEP software, and discuss how design patterns help improve the HEP software.
Design Patterns
In Design Patterns | Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, E. Gamma, R. Helm, R. Johnson and J. Vlissides present design patterns. 1 In this paper we review the design patterns found in HEP software, and discuss how design patterns help improve the HEP software. What is a design pattern; C. Alexander says in his book, \Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doint it the same way twice. 2 " In general, a pattern has four essential elements:
Pattern name is a handle we can use to describe a design problem, its solutions, and consequences in a word or two.
Problem describes when to apply the pattern. It explains the problem and its context. Solution describes the elements that make up the design, their relationships, responsibilities, and collaborations.
Consequences are the results and trade-os of applying the pattern. Concerns for space, time, language and implementation issues. Impact on a system's exibility, extensibility or portability should be discussed. Point of view aects one's interpretation of what is and isn't a pattern. One person's pattern can be another person's primitive (and therefore trivial) building block. For example, a (micro) pattern could be :
Pattern name : Initialization Problem : It is important for some code sequence to be executed only once at the beginning of the execution of the program.
Solution : The solution is to use a static variable that holds information on whether or not the code sequence has been executed.
Consequences : The solution requires the language to have a static variable that can be allocated storage at the beginning of the execution, initialized prior to the execution and remain allocated until the program termination. The pattern discussed here is well known by FORTRAN programmers. See the sample code. A design pattern is not a toolkit or class library. A toolkit is a set of related and reusable classes designed to provide useful, generalpurpose functionality. A design pattern is not a framework. A framework is a set of cooperating classes that make up a reusable design for a specic class of software. A design pattern is not a style guide. A style guide is a set of recommendations that make the software consistent, portable, robust. Patterns are more abstract than toolkits/frameworks. Each pattern focuses on a particular objectoriented design problem and try to solve it. Style guide does not oer In a typical OO development cycle (analysis, design and implementation), one often iterates design and implementation until an acceptable implementation is reached. With design patterns, after the design, one can often nd an appropriate pattern and use it to implement the solution eectively and eciently. This is an exaggeration and we will discuss from another point of view later in this paper. A design pattern rarely involved more than several classes. It often gives an elegant solution to a small/local problem. It helps to build an implementation of a medium (sub) project cleanly. For a bigger project, design patterns will certainly help but you will need other formal design techniques or tools. It also helps to make an existing class/objects more exible, extensible, reusable.
Design patterns by themselves are not necessarily object-oriented. The patterns in the book are for object oriented designs. Most of the patterns in the book uses inheritance. However, it is discussed in the book that composition (aggregation) is as important as inheritance as couplings are much looser and more exible.
Notation
The notation in this paper follows the notation in Design Patterns which follows the OMT notation. 3 The only addition is a class creation relationship. 4 Class Name -Class Name Creational relationship
Factory Method
The intent of the Factory Method pattern is to dene an interface for creating an object, but let subclasses decide which class to instantiate. This pattern is also know as Virtual Constructor. This pattern can be found, for example, in the code which reads various format les. It started with a simpler version of the Factory Method pattern, using a global function to create a le object. The problem occurred when we wanted to add more formats. Whenever we added a new format, we Factory method needed to modify the function which creates the le object. Furthermore, since the function must be able to open any le, libraries for all le formats must be linked in. The solution was to parameterize the creator of the le object as described in the Factory Method pattern.
Singleton
The Singleton pattern ensures a class only has one instance, and provide a global point of access to it. We often have a problem of multiple calls to HLIMIT in a large reconstruction program which is often a collection of small packages, as everyone wants to call HLIMIT by oneself. In an object oriented framework, one does not even want to think about calling HLIMIT. A solution is to write a wrapper class of HBOOK system where the constructor of HBOOK object calls HLIMIT. However a public constructor does not guarantee that there be only one HBOOK object in the program. Using the Singleton pattern, the constructor of HBOOK object becomes protected and a static function is in- Sample code troduced to gain a global access to the object. 1.4 Why use design patterns As we have seen a pattern is abstract. Therefore it is applicable to more than one problem. We can apply the Singleton pattern to GZINIT, MZEBRA, KUINIT, HPLINI. . . . The pattern oers a solution, which is often an elegant one. It makes a common design vocabulary. We might say, \Let's use a Singleton here," or \Let's make a Factory Method out of these classes."
The pattern makes refactorization easier. In the three phases of the OO development; prototyping, expansionary and consolidating, design patterns help move from one phase to another. For example, in the previous cases, the Factory method pattern was introduced in the expansionary phase and the Singleton pattern was used in the consolidating phase. The patterns can make your classes more exible and reusable. 2 The Pattern Catalog and a few more examples As a pattern catalog, Design Patterns categorizes patterns by their purpose and scope. By purpose; creational patterns concern the process of object creation, structural patterns deal with the composition of classes or objects, behavioral patterns characterize the ways in which classes or objects interact and distribute responsibility. By scope; class patterns deal with relationships between classes and their subclasses which are established through inheritance, so they are static and xed at compile-time, object patterns deal with object relationships, which can be changed at run-time and are more dynamic. As the book emphasizes the importance of composition, there are many more object patterns in the book.
Adapter pattern
The Adapter pattern converts the interface of a class into another interface that clients expect. In the previous Factory method example, the FZX le class has an interface that is inherited from the Input le class. The FZX class is only a wrapper for ZEBRA which has its own calling sequence. The ZEBRA wrapper inter- Object Adapter face is a straight forward implementation of ZEBRA calling sequences. The FZX le class can either inherit from the ZEBRA wrapper privately (class pattern) or aggregate a ZEBRA wrapper object (object pattern). In either case, the interface of ZEBRA wrapper is converted to the interface of Input le.
Composite pattern
This pattern composites objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierachies. Composite let clients treat individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly.
One can nd the use of this pattern in various HEP software. GISMO, for example, uses this pattern to manage the detector (Medium). In CABS 5 the particle decay candidates are constructed using this pattern. It was chosen not to use a separate \com-posite" class in CABS. The trade-os are discussed in the book. CABS uses the same composite pattern for the description of the decays of the particle. xxxx C.B. classes are the Adapter classes for The Builder pattern was found as well. Each candidate is created as the particle denition structure is traversed. Geometry tree search algorithm is important in HEP simulation and reconstruction code. The chain of responsibility pattern is often used to implement some of the operations of the geometry objects. For example, to eciently assign hits to the detector elements, the list of hits is handled by each individual detector element object. When a hit unknown to the object is found, the object passes the list to another object in line which is responsible for handling the rest of the hits. 2.4 Observer pattern ZFILES (a constants database on top of ZEBRA, written in FOR-TRAN many years ago) uses an Observer pattern to update constants when a new begin-run record is read from the input stream. For each set of constants, when it is copied as a bank in a ZEBRA common block from an RZ le, a reference link is 
Notify function
When the begin-run record is encountered, the validity of all active constants are checked through the list of reference links. If a set of constants becomes invalid for the new run, a new set is read and replaces the old, invalid constants. A clear understanding of the mechanism of the pattern described in the book as opposed to vague thoughts in my mind was especially im-portant when implementing the constants objects as remote objects using CORBA IDL.
Conclusions
In conclusion, indeed one can nd a lot of patterns in one's code. HEP software is no exception, especially because it is written by people as smart, creative and experienced as you are. I did not show examples of more algorithmic HEP code but one can nd patterns there as well. One can improve one's code by applying appropriate patterns and quickly move in the analysis ! design ! implementation loop without unnecessary iterations. Design patterns make re-factorization easier. In the three phases of the OO development; prototyping, expansionary and consolidating, design patterns help when moving one phase to another. Using patterns, one can extend and/or consolidate one's design and implementation eciently.
